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If the Akha can speak then why can’t they be heard?

The use and impact of the media by the Akha, a tribal minority in South East Asia.
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 “Un Ma, the first spirit, gave an alphabet to all people. He presented the Akha tribe

with a water buffalo’s hide on which letters were written. This hide was difficult to

keep. If it got moist it swelled easily. If it was stored in the house, rats ate it. So the

Akha people ate the lettered hide, saying that it was better for them to keep their

knowledge inside. This is why the Akha tribe does not have any letters, but its

people do have a splendid memory.”

How the Akha’s lost their alphabet, Takato Kanomi, People of Myth, Japan, 1990
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Introduction

This study is about a remote hill tribe community in South East Asia, but the issues that

affect them are relevant to us all. The Akha are one of at least six tribal groups living

dispersed over the mountainous border areas of Northern Thailand, Laos, Vietnam,

Western Burma’s Shan State, Southern Yunnan and China.1 Being so divided by

international boundaries is significant to why the Akha have no political voice or until

recently the means through which they can communicate effectively amongst themselves.

The unprecedented growth of the tools for the diffusion and control of information

technology and electronic media has undoubtedly shrunk the world. Simultaneously, the

rate of change has brought with it strange paradoxes. In Northern Laos, tourists aim DV

cameras at people who, along with the majority of the world’s population, haven’t even

made a telephone call.2 What is at issue is not the rate of globalisation or ‘development’

as such, or even the inequalities that exist within the world’s distribution of information,

but the lack choice groups such as the Akha possess within the processes that affect them.

The factors that have conspired against the Akha even having an insight into their

problems are complex and Chapter One aims to find out how.

Finding both the tools and the knowledge by which the Akha can represent themselves

and more significantly, creating an adequate platform from which they can be heard is

intrinsic to any solution to the problems they face. From Dec 29th – Jan 8th 2000, Manu

Luksch, Dara Khera and Tarik Thami from the Production Company Ambient TV took

part in a conference with the Akha held at Jinghong, South Yunnan in China. It addressed

                                                
1 4.1.  Report from the 3rd International Hani/Akha Culture Studies Conference
2 Victor Keegan, The Guardian, 14/12/00
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how rapidly and irreconcilably the Akha culture was changing in the process of becoming

simultaneously marginalized and westernised. The issue that was central was clearly how

to adapt, to assimilate into the new reality instigated by the encroachment of capitalism

without the loss of a unique sense of cultural identity.

Chapter Two explores how passing the ancient oral system of Akha wisdom called

‘Customary Law’3 to the next generation is threatened. Whilst ancient knowledge may

certainly yield insights into the problems the Akha face, the priority again is political and

economic empowerment. Manu’s original DV interviews confirm how practices

associated with Customary Law have to be adapted to contemporary reality if they are to

remain relevant. Synthesis is far more of a solution than resistance. Whilst the teaching of

English is incredibly useful, the Baptist missionary Paul Lewis’ conversion of many

Akha highlights where synthesis is taken too far into colonial manipulation.

If Western theory has any genuine intention to understand the problems facing the

marginalized and economically dispossessed then, just like Customary Law, it to has to

adapt. Post-colonial theory is invaluable in helping to explain the processes of

colonialism and imperialism that have shaped the Akha’s current crisis. It is only

however, through staying relevant to local realities - such as the Akha’s political and

economic circumstances - that it can possess any practical value. Post-colonial theory’s

strength, as a Western perspective is in helping us understand the assumptions and

prejudices of the developed world, of which the impacts on the Akha are very real. Can

academic theory play a role in helping the Akha gain insight into their problems?

Part of Ambient TV’s role was to allow the Akha to explore the potential of the Internet,

used in conjunction with local community radio, as a tool for uniting the dispersed

members Akha community and as a technology through which they could represent

themselves. The anthropologist Guy Alexander’s response to Ambient TV’s,

intervention was a criticism that they were “plugging the Akha into global capitalism4”. A

                                                
3 For a further explanation of Customary Law, see Chapter 2, p. 11
4 Guy Alexander, quoted 16/12/00
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view taken to further extremes by theorists such as Jeremy Seabrook, whose argument

seems to reveal more about his own desires than any pragmatic attempt to solve the

Akha’s problems. Is much of this debate in terms of the perspective of the West, at it’s

worst primitivism or at it’s best, naïve romanticism? Chapter 3 analyses the role of

Western Romanticism on both the impact of tourism and the Western responses to the

introduction of technology to the developed world.

The media is central to the formation of domestic culture as well as individual identities.

What tools are the most viable in allowing the Akha to communicate if not to the world,

then at least with each other? Chapter 5 offers a comparative analysis of community

radio and the Internet.  How successful was the work of Ambient TV and what hinders

the Akha’s current development of the Internet? Manu’s response to Guy Alexander’s

concerns was that the Akha’s only alternative to Ambient TV’s intervention was global

capitalism ‘finding them’5. It is only through being able to represent themselves both

locally and globally that the Akha can develop insight into their problems and begin to

instigate solutions. This is a community for whom modernisation has begun, with

televisions broadcasting Thai soaps and American style adverts to the remotest of

villages. What type of modernisation is what’s important, whether the Akha are passive

receivers or active communicators, with the freedom to develop their own technological

languages of expression.

Without responsible and insightful Western intervention, the Akha cannot possess an

effective level of control within the changes that affect them so urgently. What is

significant is how proactive the people whose cultures are being so irreversibly affected

are within any process of development. Ambient TV had no evangelistic aims to save a

marginalized culture through the wonders of the web as much as simply to make the

Akha aware of the potentiality of the Internet as a tool to empowerment. As education

and technological access is the overriding issue, the most pragmatic solutions can only be

improving and sustaining political stability and economic growth. Of which of course

there is nothing saying that Internet access and the development of technology is

                                                
5 Manu Luksch, quoted 17/12/00
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oppositional. As educational and technical underdevelopment is part of the problem, the

Internet, like community radio, can and should be part of the solution.

Finally, more important than anything is what the Akha want out of all this. Most

probably to simply get on with their lives, whether that involves watching TV and

singing Karaoke or taking part in a two thousand year old ceremony. The Akha are

caught in a double bind; it seems the more they are marginalized the more they are

romanticised, from Paul Lewis to the endless tourists that now traipse through villages.

The Akha are tired of being nothing but an exotic backdrop in yet another traveller’s tale

and the subject of our stories. Perhaps it is time the world started listening to their’s.
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Chapter 1

How and Why are the Akha So Marginalized?

The Akha have been marginalized and dominated throughout history. Today their

geographical isolation from the world, their respective nation states and each other

continues to hinder their knowledge of the wider political forces that affect them. This

chapter explores the way in which Akha communities are so geographically fragmented

and how the interrelating histories of imperialism in China, Laos, Burma and Thailand

continue to affect them. Rapidly increasing numbers of Akha are becoming urbanised.

The homogenisation of culture it brings makes the processes of globalisation even more

insidious. Understanding the economic, environmental, health and educational issues that

instigate the need for rural Akha to leave their traditional communities is an important

step to understanding their present situation.

Post-Colonial Theory and the forces of Classical and Neo-Imperialism :

To understand the complex interplay of factors that the Akha are subject to, Edward

Said’s use of the term ‘imperialism’ is helpful:

“The practice, the theory, and the attitudes of a dominating
metropolitan centre ruling a distant territory; ‘colonialism’,
which is almost always a consequence of imperialism, is the
implanting of settlements on distant territory”6.

Marxist thinking on the subject, emphasising the interdependence of imperialism and

colonialism with social and economic reality, allows for the clearest distinctions.

Although direct colonialism (of Laos by French Indo-China and the Vietnam War) has

ended, the Akha continue to be subject to imperialism in the classical sense as this is

                                                
6 p. 8, Edward Said, Culture and Imperialism
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largely an issue over land. The Akha are subservient to the ‘dominant metropolitan’

centres of Bangkok in the case of Thailand whilst in China the decisions that affect them

are made largely in the name of Communism.

The processes of both classical and neo-imperialism are intertwined and co-dependant.

Where the terms become more ambiguous is in the idea that imperialism, despite the

dismantling of classical empires, continues through the dominance of the West over the

world’s less developed nations. This is where the term ‘post’ in ‘post-colonialism’

implies not only a second term in the history of colonialism but also the sense that it has

been superseded. In very much the same way that the ‘post’ in post-modernism has come

to mean not simply modernism’s aftermath as much as a second term in its history. Even

the Oxford English Dictionary reveals, the term ‘colonialism’ has taken on a meaning

beyond the enforced take-over of land and its inhabitants as the “alleged policy of

exploitation of backward or weak peoples by a large power”.7 Whilst military dominance

may have ended, the media has the power to infiltrate a receiving culture beyond any

previous developments of Western technology.

Lenin links imperialism to ‘The Highest Stage of Capitalism’, where the

‘superabundance’ of capital created by the West cannot be invested due to the limited

labour at home. To sustain its own growth, capitalism needed to subordinate the human

resources of non-industrialised countries, culminating in the world’s absorption by

European finance capitalists before the ensuing rivalry and imperialist wars would bring

about its destruction.8 Whilst the apocalyptic ending of Lenin’s prediction hasn’t been

fulfilled, there is no doubt that words of gargantuan inevitability are used to describe

globalisation. The force that threatens to ‘engulf’ us all, swallowing complexity, ethnicity

and originality through the destruction of pre- or non- capitalist forms of social

organisation.

                                                
7 George P Landow, The Metaphorical use of Colonialism and Related Terms
8 Lenin, Imperialism, The Highest Stage of Capitalism
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Post-colonial theorists such as Jeremy Seabrook attempt to interpret such a process and

the cultural claustrophobia of its impact9. Edward Said and Gyatri Chakravorty Spivak

further explain how even newly, suposedly ‘independent’ nations remain subordinate to

the West10. His focus however, like Hommi Bhabba’s on the literary elements of

colonialism overemphasises the psychological restructuring inherent with in the

colonising process. Writers such as Spivak deconstruct the distortions within the

literature of colonisers as well studying the attempts by the colonised to reclaim their past

and articulate their own identity in response. Colonialism applies to representation in the

sense that through the process of ‘othering’, of defining your own identity through the

individual or culture you encounter, you deny your ‘subject’ of the expression of his or

her own existence. For projection to take place, your ‘subject’ first has to be emptied of

meaning.

If imperialism imposes capitalism on minorities such as the Akha for no other reason than

the fulfilment of its own ends, then post-colonial theory has relevance to this debate. As

it’s unlikely that any Akha have even heard of the term, how can it play any practical role

in the process of finding solutions? The Akha are victims of far more than ‘narration’ or

‘discourse’. What relevance can a perspective that uses the novel, as it’s predominant

cultural marker have on a predominantly oral culture such as the Akha? The reasons why

the Akha have been so historically vulnerable to exploitation or lacking in the possession

of any level of political influence are far more concrete.

The first issue is geography. Until recently, the isolation of different groups of Akha

created by the national boundaries that divide them has complicated even understanding

and explaining the problems they face. Within their subjective nation states, and beyond

the official categorisation of different tribal groups in the area, the Hani and Akha are

divided into 62 sub-groups and all have their unique traditions. The difficulty of

communicating internally is exacerbated by the fragmented and isolated nature of the

                                                
9 See Jeremy Seabrook, quoted p. 13, Chapter 4
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villages traditionally rural Akha inhabit11. Beyond the poor infrastructure and transport in

Laos and Burma, the landscape itself, of limestone peaks as high as 2,600 meters above

sea level12 is often inaccessible and remote.13

The landscape of South Yunnan.

Traditionally the Akha have practiced an ancient system of crop and land rotation,

(‘swiddening’ agriculture), dependent on strict rules, customs and the low population

density that allows farmed land enough years to lie fallow. 7 It wasn’t until about 1870

that, as part of such a process, considerable numbers of Akha were pushed into Northern

Thailand. In initial response, the government seemed to hardly notice let alone mind.

All this has changed since the Thai government8 imposed strict land controls and

commercial farming, along with the Thai population, has encroached northwards from

the lowlands. The overall attitudes of authorities toward the Akha seems to be one of

reciprocal ambivalence, however necessary the Akha continue to be to the tourist

industry. The ending of the Cold War and the lifting of the “Bamboo Curtain” that

divided not only China from its Southern neighbours but also isolated many tribal

                                                                                                                                                
10 Said’s analysis of America’s imperialist claim over the Middle East oil reserves of the Gulf War is
invaluable, see Chapter 4, Culture and Imperialism
11 Sometimes with historical rivalry between different ethnic groups, p. 25, Lim Too Jock, Territorial
Power Domination, South East Asia and China
12 John Boyes and S.Pirason, Opium Fields
13 The resistance of the Pathet Lao to US bombing during the 1960’s owes a great deal to the decentralized
structure of such mountain villages.
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minorities, in 1989, instigated a quiet cultural revival14; a reaction against the great

suspicion with which the authorities viewed most cultural activities.15

Yet political insecurity and poor land rights are only increasing; the Akha are essentially

landless refugees, with an average income below 10 $US a year16. The conference

calculated that only 50% of Akha have no ID cards and therefore no official nationality17.

In Thailand, the reasons include the fact that certain Akha are illegal immigrants

(especially from Burma’s dictatorship), do not own the correct documents or can’t even

afford the travel costs to obtain an official identity. To be officially recognised as part of

a nation, let alone global capitalism, the Akha need to be counted, taxed, educated and

controlled.

The traditional Akha belief system is totally contradictory to the expectations of

subservience to rules and regulations by authorities such as the Thai government. This

includes an overriding belief in the importance of equality, a wariness of the idea that

anyone within a community, save for the elderly who have knowledge based on

experience, should hold more power than anyone else. The traditional animist and Taoist

Akha belief system includes countless sub-categories of “invisible” forces as well as an

oppositional conception of many natural forces.18 This contrasts to any Western concept

of religion, of the ‘worship’ of any singular male ‘God’ or creator.19 Beyond being so

geographically dispersed,20 such a perception of power existing within a traditional Akha

                                                
14 It wasn’t until as recently as 1993 during the First International Hani/Akha Studies Conference that
the Akha were able to trace back a shared genealogy with the Hani, dating back thousands of years.
15 As a marker of the ambivalence even academic institutions seem to possess towards the Akha, at a recent
seminar on the Democratisation of the Media in Thailand, Professor Ubonrat Siriyuvasak had hardly
heard about local Akha community radio. 25/10/00.
16 Report of the Third International Hani/Akha Studies Conference
17 Following a response to confirm these figures, a recent enquiry by Yotsawin Bon, a Thai who attended
the conference, found the figure to be as low as 30% out of 80,000 Thai Akha, through a contact who
worked with local villagers on the problem.
18 Such as the female principle of water and rain, ‘Miyeh’ versus the male principle of fire, ‘M’sa’.
19 Leo Alting von Geusau, claims that he, despite the Akha view that “no, we had no rulers”, uncovered the
story of Abo Chuban, a ruler who, with uncanny resemblance to the Icarus myth, flew too close to the sun
and, with the melting of his wax wings, collapsed. Corresponding evidence of an Akha ruler who after two
generations had to give up his dynasty has been found, but it seems the main truth in the myth is that any
system of hierachy you build up will inevitably collapse. DV interview 38:23
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community contributes to a greater vulnerability to exploitation from the political and

social power structures from the four countries of which they are nominally a part.

Logging companies and the napalm bombing of Laos during the American invasion of

Vietnam has caused severe deforestation21. As well as living below the poverty line, in

Northern Laos the Akha face enormous health problems with a rise in the spread of

malaria, AIDS and other diseases exacerbating a high mortality rate. As medical plants

along with ancient knowledge disappear, traditional medicine is unable to cope.

Urbanisation22 of the younger Akha generation is often inevitable: in Thailand the figure

is thought to be as high as 20% (of Thai Akha) and many enter prostitution. In Thailand

at least 15,00023 Akha live in the towns of Chiang Mai and Chiang Rai alone24. In China,

where many now urbanised Akha have settled in Kunming, the capital of Yunnan, many

advantages have been brought by development.  The increasing ease of global

communication has brought access to televisions, newspapers and other media 25as well as

opportunities for education. As a consequence though, people are losing their Akha

identities.26

People wear their costumes less, have reduced practicing their traditional festivals and

rituals whilst the younger generation both partially and totally stop speaking the Akha

language. The decline in the wearing of traditional costumes doesn’t seem to be such a

pressingly urgent issue; or at least why more so than the preservation of the daily use of

any other of the world’s ethnic costumes? The Chinese Cultural Revolution however,

banned traditional dress amongst all cultural activities meaning, far more significantly

that traditional knowledge was never passed to the next generation. What is clearly wrong

                                                
21 I saw this myself in Northeast Laos, on which more bombs were dropped than in the entirety of World
War Two.

22 As a consequence of the latest stage of imperialism, Said argues, pre-capitalist or peasant classes have
dispersed in the new states into: “New, often abruptly urbanized and restless classes tied to the absorptive
economic power of the metropolitan West.” Culture and Imperialism p. 394
23 Out of a total of 75,000
24 4.2. Conference Report. Thai Researchers: Ajaarn Tanit Wongsprasert, Pongthon Chayatulachat
25 As early as last year, a significant proportion of the Chinese owned DVD players
26 Ayoe email
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is when cultural change isn’t a choice made by an Akha but by a dominant political or

global power.

The main obstacle towards the social and economic development of Akha communities is

the lack of equal access to a national standard of education, especially for women and

those in particularly isolated villages. As Ahsam, from the Burmese village of Kengtung

reveals:

“I do not think that there are more than 100 Akha in the
whole country who graduated at a higher level from school.
You can count on your fingers how many graduated.” 27

Schooling needs to be accessible from all villages, after which representatives from

ethnic minorities need to form a part of education planning at every level to ensure that

Customary Law is itself integral to the curriculum28. Education is at the heart of the Akha

being able to possess the knowledge of their circumstances and articulate a response. It

creates the opportunities for non-subservient and exploitative employment and overall

economic independence. The younger generation, on whom the future of Akha culture is

dependant, need all the tools wisdom they can be given in order to make the difficult

choices that affect them.

Language, communication and representation may form the content of both post-colonial

theory and this thesis but attempting to explain the complex processes that marginalize

the Akha shows how representations are shaped by economic and political factors. Whilst

language is intrinsic to private and public identities and the formation of culture, there is

a danger in forgetting that politics and economics, the human experience of processes

such as imperialism, also determine language.

                                                
27 15:44:17 DVC 19 interview translation
28 As SEAMP – Thailand representatives revealed, this was proving to be much harder than it sounds,
especially when such projects were located within cities. A project where students were now trained in the
reading and writing of Hani/Akha script at an Akha Women ABU Project in Mae Suay had proved to be
more successful. 4.9 Conference Report
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Chapter 2

Changing beliefs. Why synthesis is more effective that resistance: As the Akha

people have to survive before their ‘culture’ can, what is so in need of preservation

and how is ‘Customary Law’ being adapted to contemporary experience?

Traditional Akha embroidery with a fairly new addition: a Christian Cross

What is the Akha ‘culture’ that seems so under threat? Customary Law cannot be

described as a religion or even ‘culture’ in the Western sense29. It is an intricate system of

laws and moral rules that guide all aspects of personal, village and wider relationships; in

effect it is a pragmatic and adaptive blueprint for survival. The reciting of over 1500

years of genealogy is central to Customary Law and an Akha identity. Allowing an

individual to place him or herself in complete context, from ‘Mma’, the Sky or Heaven,

to finding out how they are exactly related to any Akha stranger they meet for the first

time. As communication is so central to such relationships, the issues of language, of who

teaches it and transfers an oral culture to written text is crucial to the continuation of the

Akha identity. In Burma urbanisation has forced the adaptation of traditional practices,

                                                
29 Prapenni/Piti/Wattanatam , Conference Report
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whilst the example of the Baptist missionary Paul Lewis highlights the fine line that

divides cultural adaption from irradiation. The dilemma is that the knowledge of English

is so useful to the Akha’s expression and survival. Being converted through choice isn’t a

problem, but through manipulation is.

Manu emphasises the need to establish an archive as the only trace of the Akha’s

remaining contemporary oral culture:

“Nowadays, the only records of the estimated 2000 years of
Akha history are the collected and transcribed ritual and
personal narrations of elderly Akha personalities. There are
no written or visual sources. In times where the oral
tradition is becoming weaker but no script is largely in use,
it depends once more on the dominant surrounding cultures
what will be remembered about the life as Akha at the
beginning of the 21st (century)30.”

The extent of this knowledge, of which funeral texts alone would reach more than 7000

pages, can traditionally only be orally passed to the next generation. The passing on of

1500 years worth of lessons, mistakes, to ensure ecological sustainability, settle business

disputes and even how to relate with other marginalized groups31. So it seems that even

marginalization itself forms an inextricable part of the Akha identity.

Burma has an appalling political and human rights record, with reports of villages being

terrorised historically recently.32 Ahsam, from the same village as Ahhtu, claims that it is

the only one out of 100 –200 villages in the Kengtung City area that still maintains a

belief in the Akha system.

                                                
30 Manu, The Akha Network
31 Dr Leo Altung von Geusau,  Concepts of “Zangr” and “Nehvq” in the traditional Akha/Yanyiza
world view.
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Ahsam and Ahhtu from Burma

Ahsam revealed how in urban areas the number of ceremonies practiced each year were

being reduced, mostly due to living in an environment consisting of different cultural

beliefs and the lack of teachers in the village:

“We prayed to our ancestors already that they please
forgive us, forgive us to practice only three times a year, we
throw (out) another ceremony not because we cannot do the
ceremony but because we cannot practice it in the town…If
we would like to build a village gate in our village in the
town, we cannot do it, because someone would come to
knock down the village gate…that’s why it is so difficult for
us”.33

So, rather than having to redo a ceremony every time a gate is damaged, they practice

ancestral services three, rather than nine times a year. They are dubious about how their

culture can be maintained, although they say that the writing system, including the

recording of ceremonies is very useful to them.

The need they express to conserve Akha culture doesn’t appear to be out of dogmatic

traditionalism, simply that this is knowledge, or perhaps as this knowledge is not isolated

                                                                                                                                                
32 “The population who was living in the countryside, they couldn’t even sleep, because they were afraid
that someone would come and take the people whilst asleep” 35:27:01, Ahhtu and Ahsam ,DVC 19
33 21:27:06 DVC 19 Kengtung does however still have Pima, a reciter and Nipa, a shaman
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from any other area of life, wisdom would be a more appropriate term, that having been

created for over seventy generations should not now be lost to the world. The Akha have

always adapted to new environments and the current crisis is no exception. As Asham

says:

“We don’t want to throw away our culture, and we don’t
want to loose our ancestral services. If we practiced it
exactly as the Akha used to do it, we could not survive.
Therefore, the Akha culture could not survive. That is the
reason why we came to the conclusion that we should do the
ancestral services less often.”34

Elements of Customary Law have to be criticised, which are as exclusive and restrictive

as any other corpus of rules, with knowledge often restricted to a few male specialists and

elders. Many archaic texts are not even understandable to the Akha majority, in an elitist,

sometimes secretive system that bars women from leadership. Whilst many practices

have been abandoned35 some have been uncovered with a renewed relevance, such as the

role of the Eye Ahma36, which designates a specific role of importance to any woman

after the age of 45, when she becomes equal to the men. This is small compensation for a

life spent by many women as the predominant working force within a family, not only

hindering any chance of an education but often instigating exploitative employment in the

lowlands, much of which amounts to prostitution, forced labour or slavery.

To stay alive, traditions must change. Yet there are limits, and the boundaries beyond

which cultural changes do nothing towards sustaining the Akha identity are no better

illustrated than by the example of the Baptist missionary Paul Lewis.

                                                
34 16:57:10 DVC19
35 Such as the killing of new born twins by Customary Law, made illegal in Thailand in 1986,
4.8, Conference Report. While in Laos most are aware of their linkage with each other, in Thailand and
China knowledge of Akha genealogy is restricted to the elderly whilst in Burma and North Thailand it
tended to be forgotton altogether. Many younger Akha now feel that this part of the “old Zang” should be
abandoned with what was described as “ancestor paraphernalia”.
36 meaning effectively Rain Mother
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Paul Lewis listens at the Conference

Christian missionaries have played a huge role in the development of literacy amongst

the Akha and are simultaneously, especially in Thailand, the greatest cause of people

giving up their traditional beliefs and rituals. Paul Lewis’ overriding motives are revealed

when he says how useful the text is for the reciting of hymns and the seemingly urgent

importance of learning the New Testament:

“It gives them standing with other groups. Other groups
tend to say they’re just dumb, ignorant people. But
suddenly they come out with their hymn books. You have 50
Akha young people with their hymn books and the Thai are
thrilled. They sing much better than the Thai people can.
Don’t quote me on that, take it out when you edit. No the
Thai have good singers too but you know, they begin to say:
“Oh, these people are not dumb after all, they’re not dirty
after all”.37

So the Akha are finally seen as ‘civilized’ and worthy of respect because they can sing

hymns?  Whilst changing mainland Thai’s perception of the Akha is hardly a likely

scenario, “thrilling” the Thai authorities through urbane demonstrations of Westernisation

offers no solution to the problems the Akha face. Even without the price of soul trading

inherent within Paul Lewis’ introduction of written text, literacy privatises religion.

                                                
37Paul Lewis 29:40 DVC 13
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When the development of written text is instigated by local Akha, such as Miyhe’s fairly

empowered example’s at Jinghong radio station in China, explored in the final chapter

reveals, the total interconnectedness between Akha belief, culture and communication is

not forgotton. As so many Akha interviewee’s seem to testify, written text is, like a tool

or technology, “useful”, the question in this case is useful to whom: the Akha, the

authorities or colonialist attempts by missionaries such as Paul Lewis to uphold their own

moral order. Lewis’ intervention could also be described as post-colonial in that it

represents a stage of Western manipulation perhaps even more insidious than classical

imperialism in which the very nature of being taught to ‘speak’ English is a process of

religious conversion.

What matters is what a language, like any mode of communication is used for. It is the

Akha who have to experience the implications of literacy and surely therefore, the Akha

who should form the most significant part of the production and distribution of their

written text. It seems, however, that without Western or governmental intervention, the

possibility of possessing the resources to instigate such a development is unlikely.

The insightful translation of Akha terms into written text and the learning of other

languages are vital to recording and sustaining both Customary Law and Akha

Genealogy. Customary Law at least needs to be understood before, if it is seen as

oppressive and irrelevant, being abandoned. The distinction is between Customary Law

being ‘lost’ and, just like the buffalo hide the Akha are said to have written on all those

centuries ago, intelligently rejected. Ideally, as the ultimate test of any system of

knowledge, ancient Akha wisdom should be able to play a part in its own modification.

Again, culture shouldn’t be separated from the health, economic and political

empowerment and identity of almost two and a half million people. It is impossible to

catagorise or disentangles the Akha culture from the individuals these issues affect: the

relationship is reciprocal, for the survival of Customary Law is dependent on the Akha

who keep it alive.
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Chapter 3

Western Myths: Western responses to the work of Ambient TV and the introduction

of technology to the developing world, how the attitudes of Orientalism continue.

Ambient TV38 provided the technical means through which the Akha could explore the

potential of the Internet as a tool for conferencing over vast distances. Manu and Dara

established a daily e-mail reporting link with Radio Chiang Mai’s Akha programme in

Northern Thailand, transmitting the conference to Akha communities, research centres

and villages throughout North Thailand, Laos and East Burma. An Akha net-radio

archive was made through temporarily housing the Mountain Peoples Radio Station in

a hotel in Jinghong, China as Dara transmitted through one laptop to Tarik, on another in

Chiang-Mai.

Ayoe (at back, see footnote 53 ), Dara 

and another conference member during 

The Internet link-up.
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Not only were the dispersed members of the Akha community, from refugees to

academics united over vast distances but they could also explore web casting their radio

programmes in the future. Through the teaching of HTML, in the hope of establishing a

web forum, Manu and Dara wanted to help the Akha in creating an online record of their

rapidly disappearing cultural history39

Following a presentation of their work by Manu at The Lux, in London most responses

were perfectly pragmatic; having just been shown video footage of how these people

didn’t even have adequate healthcare, what be the use of three Westerners and their

laptops?40 One member of the audience asked if introducing the Akha to Internet

technology was if not corrupting then at least distasteful. Why couldn’t the Akha be left

to exist has they always had done? Was Ambient TV simply exacerbating the very

process of globalisation that so threatened the precious, ‘primitive’ and ancient culture of

the Akha?

Globalisation though, has already arrived. Tourism plays a huge role in the economy of

now highly capitalist Thailand. Yet despite being the major attraction as an ‘authentic’

hill tribe community, it has brought little financial or social benefit to the Akha. In

Muang Sing, on the Lao-Chinese border, whilst guest houses and the bicycle hire shop

continue to profit, the tourists who traipse through various peripheral villages leave the

inhabitants with little but the trails of corrosion left by their footprints and a boost to the

local opium trade.41 Then leaving with the residue of images, confirmation of an

experience of ‘the real thing’, on their camera lenses. The impact, on villages as small as

50 or so inhabitants is surprisingly severe. In the villages that border Muang Sing,

                                                                                                                                                
38 Ambient TV’s involvement formed the content of the documentary Virtual Borders (currently in post-
production) which, with further funding and the development of broadband will eventually be shown on the
Internet.
39 For the initial efforts, see http://www.hani-akha.org , although limited resources mean that this requires
both more work and time. See p.30 for further analysis. A free domain name was provided by the company
Silverserver.
40 Views that echoed the responses of Tony Blair and even Bill Gates that in the developing world, the
needs of health and education were a priority over the development of IT.
41 Whilst drug use may not be new, drug addiction itself is an increasing and significantly Western
phenomenon.
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although many women make a small profit selling textiles, a child’s first English words

are most likely to be “photo-ten-Bhat”.

Jeremy Seabrook would see this as a prime example of the ‘aggressive necessities’ of

unchecked capitalism42. Yet his idea that ‘the market’ is something that isn’t deeply

inherent within Akha local culture is as misguided as the sentiment that they can be

protected in a bubble from global culture. As the Akha clearly won’t be left to exist as

they always have done, it is their economic isolation that is the very problem. The Akha

possess no level of influence within the global market, regardless of the impact the

economic system of tourism has on their lives. Sustainable and ecological tourism could

even conserve elements of their culture. In Thailand, local Akha cannot economically

compete with Thai and foreign tourist companies and guides who are both badly

informed and negative in their attitudes towards the Akha way of life43. The Akha’s

economic isolation, seemingly Seabrook’s only alternative, would only exacerbate what

Manu describes as the ‘tourist zoos’ that have been created out of the villages the Akha

inhabit. One danger of tourism is that it sustains the shell of a culture, the dresses and

dances that appease both governments and tourists44 whilst the soul the Akha describe in

chapter two is eroded within.

            An official, traditional ‘line up’      

              organised by the Chinese authorities                          

for the conference itself.

                                                
42 Jeremy Seabrook, p.1, Third World Network Features
43 4.6 Conference Report
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Jeremy Seabrook views technology as a potential threat to local and indigenous culture.

Arguing not only that the market place serves the growing self-consciousness of an

industrialised humanity (fairly indisputable) but that the introduction of such technology

leaves groups such as the Akha ‘vulnerable’ in the face of Americanisation. What to

Seabrook is most damaging is how this instigates the rejection of “artefacts and goods of

traditional culture”:

“Each new thing that appears on the market locks up all
previous ways of answering need, human effort,
achievement and creative purpose. This lends the object a
kind of vibrancy; all of which adds to the fascination which
it then holds over those who can still remember, and are
therefore, even more enthralled by, and dependant upon,
the new thing that helps them to survive in a strange, alien,
puzzling world over which they long ago forfeited the
vestiges of control”.45

Whilst few deny the role of commodity fetishism within consumer culture46, what seems

particularly infuriating about Seabrook’s representation is the idea that both rural and

urbanised Akha are totally wide eyed and mesmerised by the TVs, radios, motorbikes and

potentially computers that they own. What perhaps is so patronising is the idea that the

Akha have no awareness of the implications of technology.  Ancient myths such as the

explanation of how the Akha rejected the very idea of writing (and probably well before

literacy was developed in the West) shows that they are capable of doing their own

editing. The story goes that the first Spirit, Un Ma, gave the Akha an alphabet which on

reflection they rejected through eating the buffalo hide they wrote on saying “it was

better to keep their knowledge inside.” This is why the Akha do not have any letters but a

‘splendid memory’7. Seabrook himself seems to be failing to make the distinction

                                                                                                                                                

45 Jeremy Seabrook, Defining Poverty
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between primitive and backward, of which the Akha are clearly not, and oppressed and

exploited, which, with even a name that for centuries has come to mean ‘slave’47, they

clearly are. The Akha are also capable of deciding for themselves if a technology is

beneficial to their culture or not,48 the very issue is whether that technology is enforced

externally or intelligently explored from within.

As for ‘artefacts and goods of traditional culture’ being highlighted as the core of what is

under threat within the Akha way of life, you’d be hard pressed to find a more

materialistic set of values about what needs to be ‘preserved’. Perhaps Seabrook would

find this photograph, taken by Manu49 as a prime illustration of his point.

                                                                                                                                                
46 Marx, Vol 1 Chapter 6
47 Conference Report
48 Such a view is inherent within Eastern philosophy, McLuhan, in p.27,The Gutenberg Galaxy tells the
story from ancient China, where a farmer rejects an irrigation system suggested by the wise Tzu-Gung, in
saying that the human mind will compensate for any external attempt to solve a problem. That “he who
does all his work like a machine grows a heart like a machine” and looses both his “simplicity” and the
“strivings of one’s soul”.
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“N-aya asked me to take a picture of her family. Her
husband put on his black silk turban and she called for the
children to come. Everybody was ready when she quickly
went back into the house. She wanted her transistor radio to
be in the photo as well”.50

For it is not the black box that releases sound that is of importance here, it is hardly as if

the radio has become fetishised or embued with some sort of totemistic value but is

important because of what it represents beyond the consumerist pleasure of ownership of

any commodity; as the final chapter will reveal, contact with and an entire community.

Seabrook’s romanticism commodifies the Akha. The idea that ‘tribal’ and therefore

inherently ancient societies exist untouched by Western civilization is in itself a myth as

colonialist as Edward Said’s polemical criticism in Orientalism. ‘Orientalism’, as Said

argues is inherent within any Western representation of the East, which doesn’t offer a

‘true’ representation but is a ‘colonising’ knowledge created to confirm the West’s own

distinct identity51.

As one of many examples of colonialist anthropology, the work Hugo Adolf Bernatzik

details supposedly different tribal and physical characteristics with all the colonialist zeal

of charting an alien territory: One Akha man is of ‘interest’ simply as an:

“Europoid type with Orientaloid features…the primitive
shell of the ear and weak development of the musculature of
the lower jaw are characteristic”. 52

A post-colonial analysis would describe this piece of pseudo-science and more bluntly,

racism, as classic Orientalist anthropology. As a ‘type’ this man is denied the

                                                                                                                                                
49 From www.ambienttv.net
50 See above
51 Edward Said, Orientalism
52 Hugo Adolf Bernatzik, Akha and Miao
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circumstances through which you can represent yourself; there is nothing here to be

‘represented’. The physical characteristics that are being defined in such Cartesian terms

are also the senses of communication. He is not only metaphorically silenced, but through

the labelling of his ears as a  ‘primitive shell’, deafened to Berzanik’s insults.

Misrepresentations, from governments, anthropologists, and tourists have very real

consequences. The need of the Akha’s conference to re-evaluate traditional concepts had

a practical value beyond being simply an academic exercise. Much research has been

used against the Akha53. Incorrect translations of Customary Law and thinking, especially

regarding “animism” and “spirit adoration” have all contributed to the derogatory process

of the Akha being labelled “primitives”, from the authorities to anthropologists.

 Seabrook reveals the extent to which nineteenth century Romanticism is deeply

embedded in Western Scholarship. Even Post-colonial theory can become problematic

and essentialist in terms of it’s perspective: presenting Western societies as ‘modern’ and

in antithesis, non-Western societies as ‘traditional’, or as it has been described, “a sort of

primitive grace from which the modern world has fallen”.54 Sverker Finnstrom not only

deconstructs post-colonial theories euro-centric heritage but cites of the Nyole of eastern

Uganda, to challenge yet another misconception. Modernisation, even on the scale of

introducing a cash crop soon becomes localised and even assimilated into ‘tradition’:

“As Whyte … writes, in 1970 the Nyole, especially the
younger people, referred to their cotton cash cropping as a
traditional way of subsistence. Cotton was thought of as an
indigenous crop, part of the Nyole cultural system of
agriculture, even though it was introduced by the British
colonisers as late as the time of World War 1. Thus tradition
is not primarily the things of long ago, or exclusively
referring to the heritage of precolonial times. Rather, in the
eyes of the younger Nyole, tradition refers to habits, the
things which are done… Thus, modernisation and the global

                                                
53 Ayoe, who volunteered to work with Dara and Manu during the conference recently wrote in an email:
“As I know, there are much misunderstood on the Akha (and other minorities as well) by the outside
because of many wrong or bias reports based only on superficial “study”. I hope you are not one of them.”
54 32, p. 3, Sverker Finnstrom, Postcoloniality and the Postcolony:Theories of the Global and the Local.
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marketing essentially mingles with tradition when it comes
to processes of every-day life and identity formation”55.

It seems that this example of the Nyole perception of cotton production as a cultural

system, just like N-aya’s attachment to her transistor radio in Manu’s photograph,

illustrates the reality of the interconnectedness between ‘tradition’ and ‘modernity’.

Tradition is as relevant to the modernised present as much as the past.

Spivak not only reinstates the need to be wary of a blinkered perspective that only

discusses the Third World in relation to its colonial past but also cautions against the

other extreme, that a “nostalgia for lost origins” can be counterproductive to

understanding the ‘social realities’ of which imperialism has come to form an inextricable

part. The formerly oppressed cannot be isolated from the institutions that now allow them

a voice56. Stuart Hall writes how once colonised, you cannot simply turn back, and yet:

“The past continues to speak to us. But it no longer
addresses us as a simple, factual ‘past’, since our relation to
it, like the child’s relation to the mother, is always-already
‘after the break’.”57

  
So the Akha cannot simply go back. The reality of history cannot be isolated from the

process of finding solutions, let alone a ‘voice’. Globalisation is already intrinsic to both

Akha history and contemporary culture. It’s also all too easy for those in left wing

academia to associate with the ‘tribal’ and the ‘marginalized’ in the nineteenth century

                                                
55 See above taken from (Whyte 1990:308)
56 In a later interview Spivak clarifies her point more clearly using an example that has much less to do with
women. In the eighteenth century when the British first entered an area of Bengal (now Bangladesh) they
encountered a highly sophisticated ‘ancient waterworks’, unknown to them part of a highly complex
irrigation system including a ‘feudal’ structure of employment that managed the flood area. Such roles
disappeared as the British turned feudal heads into tax collectors and consequently the canals became
stagnant, mosquito infested and eventually destroyed along with the affluence of the area due to the ensuing
floods. In the thirties attempts to rebuild the flood management system began that continue to this day, with
vast levees constructed by the World Bank. Spivak’s point in this tale of an always failing “continuous
subaltern insurgency,” is that they can never essentially be rebuilt as the systems effectiveness was
dependant on being built slowly, on respecting the rhythm of very young rivers in contrast to today’s
capital-intensive, cost efficient and fast developments. p.288 Subaltern Talk, Interview with the Editors,
Donna Laundry and Gerald Maclean 29/10/93, The Spivak Reader
57 p.182, A Loomba Colonial Discourse and Post-colonial Theory
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romantic tradition of perceiving the artist and academic as an outsider, struggling against

mainstream bourgeois society. In another prime example, the excitement induced by the

cyberspace struggle of the Zapatista’s in Mexico potentially eclipsed their very basic

requests for development and modernisation, schools and hospitals. As far as the Akha

are concerned, hopefully attempting to ‘go back’ isn’t on the agenda but rather ensuring

that there will be no ‘lost origins’, or voices, for future generations to need to recover.
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Chapter 5:

Articulating a response: Through what medium can the Akha best be heard? The

role of community radio verses the reality of an online future.

Accepting Gramsci’s reappropriation of the term ‘subaltern’ meaning the economically

dispossessed,58 Spivak highlights the difficulty of the intellectual adequately representing

the oppressed without the further projection of colonialist prejudices. The debate around

the Hindi tradition of ‘sati’, of widow immolation forms the core of her essay Can the

Subaltern Speak?, in which the absence of women’s voices is seen as a particularly apt

emblem of the intermixed violence of both patriarchy and colonialism. Spivak’s

argument is that the subaltern is unable to speak because the act of successful ‘speech’

negates the term ‘subaltern’. The Akha may be ‘subaltern’, but surely the question with

far more relevance to their situation is not how adequately they can be represented by the

intellectual but by the media. Is it possible for the Akha to find a voice when so many of

the systems, the languages of representation are created and dominated by the West?

The Internet:

The Internet seems the ultimate system in terms of allowing a dispersed community to

overcome their international divisions and communicate both to each other and the world.

Perhaps the model that inspired Ambient TV was the ability of the Zapatistas to extend

their struggle – and simultaneously their imagined community – beyond what was in the

local terms of traditional military conflict confined to the tiny region of the Chiapas. This

illustrates that the debate over colonisation is no longer an issue of space or geography,
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but the battle for the power inherent within the ownership of information and effective

communication:

“Just as mountain men, gauchos and poor farmers have
sought independence through the flight to an colonization of
new lands, so cyberspace pioneers have carved out new
spaces and filled them with their own activity. Just as big
capital (agribusiness, railroads etc) has come hard on the
heels of homesteaders, seeking to take over their lands,
forcing them out or reducing them to waged labour, so too
has business chased after the new electronic frontiers with
the object of buy-out or take-over”59

The use of the Internet during the conference itself, as the audio records of the various

Akha who attended show, was an undoubted success but a year after Ambient TV’s

departure, what remains? There are reports of one local using the web to organise

indigenous meetings and a motivated member of a woman’s textile network advertising

her textiles on an online shop. Otherwise, does it seem that the Akha community do not

see the Internet as an especially relevant communication tool within their culture? If so,

then why? Firstly, utilising the new media of video and sound over the Internet, the

conference was a real-time situation and therefore far more relevant to the oral tradition

of the Akha. It is only recently that a written Akha text has been introduced; the Laotian

text itself can only be published on the web as an image file.

Within the post-colonial discourse debate, a purist could question whether the site, using

slightly staid written English (“we are traditional Han/Akha spread over 5 different

countries in S.E. Asia”60) truly allows the Akha to speak not only within themselves but

also the international community  – they can only ever be once removed from the process

through the act of translation. That beyond the real-time intervention of Ambient TV, the

entire system of digital communication itself, still dominated by the English written text,

                                                                                                                                                
58 Subaltern was a military term used for officers under the rank of captain and its origin is somewhat
inconsistent with its current usage, p. 51, Colonialism/Post-colonialism, Ania Loomba
59 p. 1, Harry Cleaver, The Zapatista’s and the Electronic Fabric of Struggle
60 hani-akha.org
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is inherently colonial. The fact that the Zapatistas language was internationally

recognised Spanish was perhaps one of their strongest weapons.

Footage of Tarik’s introduction of the Internet to Apho and Asseh from the local Akha

radio station in Chiang Mai highlights the gulf that exists in basic technical knowledge.

However able Apho and Asseh are, they stand back, fairly perplexed as Tarik’s very

language of explanation, fresh out of Silicon Valley, seems particularly alien. Among the

more understandable terms are how you can “download audio files”, go to an

“application” and that yes, the information travels through your telephone but no, “no-

one else needs to know your number to contact you”. Just as the voices of the subaltern

can be lost through being converted to Christianity, the terms of the Internet are the

product of an entirely different form of cultural expression.

Beyond all this, of course Nicolas Negroponte, fails to perceive that the economic and

political issues of technological access and education61 completely overshadow the

debate. In arguing why the Internet is pluralistic rather than imperialistic, Negroponte

attacks Jack Lang, the French minister for culture’s concern that:

 “Cultural and artistic creation is a victim of a system of
multinational financial domination against which we must
organise ourselves”.62

Negroponte argues that such a conviction totally undermines the de-centralist structure of

the Internet and the extraordinary cultural opportunities of a digital world. That

“colonialism is the fruit of centralist thinking. It does not exist in a de-centralised world”.

This can only be described as naïve, for, whatever the opportunities the Internet

represents as a model for communication, as a collection of autonomous and

interconnected processors, the reality outside the utopian ideal of cyberspace is very

                                                
61 “as you may have seen most expensive assets in Akha’s house might be motorbike or TV but never PC”
Ayoe email
62 Expressed during an 1982 World Conference on Cultural Policies in Mexico City, Niclolas
Negroponte, Pluaristic Not Imperialistic
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different. His argument is totally American-centric as he cites three reasons why the net

will be free from an imperialism that colonises its users into “English speaking puppets”.

Firstly, he says the cost of entry is low. Well, within Europe the recurring costs of being

online beyond equipment and installation maybe only $10 a month, but this is at least half

an Akha’s annual income. It was only through the provision of a free server, domain

name and the computers themselves that the Virtual Borders project could exist at all.

With Internet cafes straddling the streets of developed towns such as Chang Rai in

Thailand, this is clearly an issue of economics rather than geography, which brings us

neatly to Negroponte’s second point. Yes, the Internet can include a community

regardless of geographical density or the need to justify its users in terms of the mass

medium, but again, what about the issue of who has access? Who is designing the

hardware that can withstand extreme dust and humidity let alone the software - in the

case of Simputer.org63, establishing a Linux system in Hindi? The problem of access

also overrides the final claim that the web turns the ‘medium’ inside out, enabling you to

“pull” information in contrast to having it “pushed” at you. Who is enabled enough to get

onto the platform from which the “pulling” can take place? Whilst there may be a certain

element of choice in gaining access to certain information it also means that hardly

anyone stumbles across a fairly obscure Akha website.

Akha Community Radio:

Classical American Imperialism has unwittingly provided the tools with which the Akha

can speak if not to the world, than at least with each other. Since the first radio

transmitters were established by the CIA during the American invasion of Vietnam, one

in Chiang Mai, North Thailand was converted into a station broadcasting programmes in

minority languages, with another existing in the same province. Stories, songs,

agricultural and political information are broadcast through battery run transistor radios

                                                
63 http://www.simputer.org
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throughout villages in what is a fairly smooth progression from such a traditionally oral

culture64.

Apho Ratanawichaikul (right) 

and Asseu Somsri Dzuebaw, 

presenters from the Mountain

            Peoples’ Radio Station in    

Chiang Mai.

Apho has worked at the Chiang Mai radio station in Thailand for three years and

explains:

“The Thai government thought it better to get some news or
information from the government to the tribal people in
order to establish contact with them. That is why they
started the mountain people programmes. They want people
to calm down, to live happily without being afraid. They
want them to know who they are and establish easy contact
with the Thai government”65

Exactly how the Akha “know who they are” seems fairly ambiguous from the Thai

governments point of view; is that ‘who they are’ as Thai citizens or as Akha?  The

authorities clearly want the Akha to identify with Thai nationalism, whilst the Akha have

a fairly ambivalent attitude to belonging to any nation state.

                                                
64 Manu, The Akha-Network
65 23:25 DVC, Apho Chirmi Chintana Ratana Micheigun, self introduction.
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Benedict Anderson defines the term ‘nation’ as an imagined (as both inherently limited

and sovereign) political community66. Homi K. Bhabha, highlights further the very

ambivalence of the idea, of, “the language of those who write of it and the lives of those

who live it” in quoting Hannah Arendt's view, that the society of the nation in the modern

world is 'that curiously hybrid realm where private interests assume public significance’.67

Yes, and the relationship is dialectical: public interests assume, and create private

significance.

It is through the airwaves of local community radio that both the Thai and Chinese

Government’s hope to have some control over to what ‘imagined community’ any

individual Akha feels they belong. Through radio the Akha sustain both a sense of local68

Akha identity as well as what is more ambiguously national, clearly a delicate balance

from the authorities point of view; it can only be in the back of official minds that too

much of a platform from which to be heard could instigate a more pronounced claim for

independence. Yet from the point of the Akha’s economic development, it is only

through being recognised as part of a ‘nation’ that any role within the international

market can take place.

The Thai Government are not only largely indifferent to what languages hill-tribe

minorities speak but continues to actively discourage attempts to provide groups with

their own transcription systems or to develop publications in their own languages.69

As all five of the nations within which the Akha are settling possess a different national

script, NGO’s suggested the use of Latin letters as a neutral solution.70 The point with

                                                
66 p. 19, Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: “The century of the Enlightenment, of rationalist
secularism, brought with it its own modern darkness...[Few] things were (are) suited to this end better than
the idea of nation. If nation states are widely considered to be 'new' and 'historical', the nation states to
which they give political expression always loom out of an immemorial past and...glide into a limitless
future. What I am proposing is that Nationalism has to be understood, by aligning it not with self-
consciously held political ideologies, but with large cultural systems that preceded it, out of which--as well
as against which--it came into being. ”
67 Homi K. Bhabha, The "Nation" as an Ambivalent Construction: Some Definitions of "A Nation",
from Nation and Narration
68 Perhaps in this instance, the term ‘tribal’ is more appropriate
69 p. 45 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities
70 In the case of Laos, this was refused by The Ministry of Educational Affairs because, as it was
established at a UNESCO meeting in Vientiane in 1996, the ministry wanted to introduce nationalism to all
of the countries ethnic groups. Manu, The Akha-Network
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both Thai and Chinese community radio from the authorities point of view is that

communication can be controlled, with at least the majority of the broadcast taking place

in a language the authorities can understand.

It seems vital that the Akha know about government decisions that affect them, with

news arriving through transcripts typed by local Thai’s in the shape of faxes, letters and

by telephone and directly from local newspapers. Of course, newspapers, like mail do not

seem to have a realistic role in the near future of communications of the Akha. Even

beyond the poor levels of illiteracy, physical data (or paper) is just not deliverable to

remote villages between two hours to two days walking distance from the nearest market

place.71

Miyeh has been working at the Xishuangbanna station in Jinghong, China since

broadcasting began twenty years ago. She stresses that even if in the future the Akha

people do not know their oral culture, then at least now audio and written records exist

through which people can trace their ancestry. Of her work, she says:

“We develop day by day and focus on the future. If we don’t
do it, nobody will do it for us. I love this job and focus on
what will be of use to the Akha people.”72

Miyeh describes her preoccupation with three areas: firstly, to develop and edit stories

daily for the radio programmes and try to involve younger people in the station. Since

1981 they’ve been trying to initiate TV broadcasts, now in the Akha language. Thirdly,

deciding that the Akha needed a writing system, she established meetings with a

professor in Kunming city and has been developing a script since 1981. The educational

aspect of language programmes began when they started teaching the script over the air,

important beyond being useful to the Akha but also meaning that they could “write down

their knowledge”. Although Miyeh felt they didn’t have the skills to write a curriculum,

bi-linguistic experts from Beijing were called in and in 1993 after a meeting with the

                                                
71 Manu, The Akha-Network
72 02:36:24 DVC 17
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Hani it was decided that they would both use the same script, with more teaching books

published in 1995. Yet, despite proposing that they would like to make “records on

paper” over five years ago, a shortage of literate teachers is hindering both education and

the printing of more texts.

Miyeh played a key role in explaining what was established at the 1996 conference to

Akha in more remote areas and broadcasts seem to cover the majority of the

Xishuangbanna province. Miyeh quotes up to 90% for both TV and radio73, although due

to electricity shortages, radio is far more predominant and reliable. She also reports of

having responses to her broadcasts from across the borders of both Thailand and Burma.

Miyeh is clear in her belief of the purpose of TV and radio, “to give knowledge to the

people” and that while the younger generation, now growing up in cities in China

inevitably end up speaking perfect Chinese, they mustn’t do so at the expense of totally

abandoning their Akha culture:

“It is a good thing to learn from other people. Those, which
are the good things, we should keep, and maintain. If we can
maintain our own culture, that will be very good for the
future”.74

Of the Chinese authorities role in all this, she speaks fairly favourably, if anything, due to

the comparative size of the Akha to the Chinese, they are more a minority in terms of

their population. Of course it’s worth remembering that Miyeh was very aware that she

was talking to a Western journalist and what might well be passed back to the authorites,

but nevertheless:

“The Lahu, Akha or Dai are a very small population if
compared to the Chinese people. Anyway, they are not
looking down on the mountain people and they give us a
chance to work on every level here in China.”75

                                                
73 Where these figures came from is totally unclear
74 30:54:13 DVC 17
75 22:52:11 DVC 17
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It seems that despite it’s limitations (namely the inevitable government control),

community radio remains the most pronounced medium through which the Akha can be

heard and just as significantly, communicate amongst themselves. Sadly, the present

viability of the Internet is overshadowed by the issue of access: this isn’t a technological

question but one of who will allow the subaltern to ‘speak’, or as we have established,

create the space within which they can be heard.

Yet the Internet in the long run should not be dismissed. Perhaps community radio can

exist as a precursor to Internet use, through its role in teaching the Akha script and

perhaps eventually English. At least with the Internet, in comparison to Television, the

Akha could one day ‘speak back’ and, looking at the rapidly prolific use of mobile

phones in countries as close as Cambodia perhaps even the need to install phone lines

could one day be over-stepped. As broadband develops perhaps one day the Akha will be

able to access the Internet, ideally not only a tool for both education and health

information through their TV’s, or even take part in interactive Customary Law soap

operas. The possibilities within the Internet for distance learning mustn’t be dismissed

and the increasing ability of the Internet to transmit both video and sound makes it far

more applicable to the Akha’s oral culture, whilst this provides little more than

community radio that already exists.
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Conclusions

Just like Customary Law, to stay alive, post-colonial theory can’t be removed from the

local reality of the people it claims to ‘speak’ for. The struggles over cultural ‘identity’

are shaped by issues of citizenship and economic power as much as by the words people

use to describe them. Post-colonial theory over-privileges identity, culture and language

and through evacuating more traditional Marxism, it has become a language game. The

romanticism of critics like Seabrook highlights how this is very much an argument for the

affluent; only those who are already rich and comfortable enough can afford to agonise

over the pros and cons of modernity.

 As post-colonial theory is such a Western, academic perspective, it is from this side of

the debate if the term has any relevance at all, that it should be applied. For highlighting

our prejudices, desires and assumptions can yield fresh insights to those in the delicate

position of intervention. Whilst it’s vital that any theoretical perspective is rigorously

self-questioning, its dangerously easy for any field of debate to become an argument

about arguments rather than the lives of the people it should be representing.

Perhaps Spivak’s argument in Can the Subaltern Speak? places too great an emphasis

on the ‘speech’ part of any line of communication; the issue is surely, can the subaltern

be heard? Therefore the space necessary to be ‘heard’ needs to be created. Again the

emphasis should be placed in the same position where the debate first began; it is the

non-subaltern’s responsibility to complete the circuit of communication. The Akha have

confirmed how eloquently they can ‘speak’ but it is only with compromise and

intervention, with the provision of adequate tools that they can be heard. The

technological speculation of the last chapter cannot over-shadow the urgency and
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responsibly of creating and communicating an Akha text and above all, education with a

view to political and economic empowerment. For it is only then that access to

technology can take place at all.

In the mean time, making use of the tools the Akha do possess is vital. Even in such an

information saturated century, the phenomenal mental ‘hard disks’ created by the very

exercises of learning Customary Law could bring huge advantages. If the Akha can’t yet

communicate effectively at a global or even national level, then at least internal

understanding could prevent them being so vulnerable to manipulation in the future –

which is where community radio is the most pragmatic medium for today.

The Akha have shown us that it is clearly not the subaltern who is incapable, and the

dialectical system of thought so intrinsic to Customary Law, can teach us to turn Spivak’s

argument on its head: the question is, can the West listen? Perhaps we are deafened by

the sound of our own projectors. Imagine a situation where the Akha had enough of a

platform to use Customary Law to critique post-colonial theory. Perhaps post-colonial

theory, like the rest of the developed world is so busy communicating that it’s forgotten

how to listen.

There should be room in the world for many voices, languages and modes of expression,

but the reality seems to be that the world is becoming less, not more interested in the lives

of the marginalized. The distinction that Seabrook fails to make clear between

‘globalisation’ and ‘internationalism’ is that, whilst in the former only one ‘voice’ speaks,

in the latter there is the space for many ears to listen. It’s a shame that ending on a

pessimistic note could eclipse the empowered optimism of people like Miyeh, in her

drive to allow the Akha to represent themselves but any pessimism is not on behalf of the

Akha, but on the developed world.

The reality is that the affluent are unlikely to redress the balance. Placing even greater

urgency on the Akha being able to communicate effectively with at least each other

through community radio as a tool for education and healthcare with a view to economic
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empowerment. At least now the Akha have an insight into their problems, the first step

towards reaching any pragmatic solutions. The world may be a global village but it

doesn’t seem very interested in it’s neighbours.
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